In attendance:
C. Broadus-Garcia, M. Kruy, Y. Kirby, R. Zimmerman, D. Chase, J. Sikorski, M. Horton, C. Morano

Meeting called to order at 3:05 p.m.

Overall assessment scores and results for reports of 2013-15 were reviewed. General Education is not updated yet since departments stopped measuring this.

There was some discussion on how to rate rubrics and how to make changes in scoring learning outcomes, which covered the first eight bulleted and sub-bulleted concepts from the October 19 agenda. The last three major bullets and all sub-bulleted points were tabled for the next meeting of the Academic Assessment Committee at which we have the opportunity.

The next meeting will be November 2, 2015, in the 1849 Room, SC, from 3:05 p.m.-4:20 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Carol Morano and Martha Kruy